
常用英文句型

* Some examples are from “the Handbook of Research Paper Writing”by 廖柏森

1.評論

One drawback of such an approach is low energy efficiency

There is no evidence in support of this argument.

No empirical evidence is provided in support of the claim.

The question is one that deserves empirical scrutiny. (investigation)

2.定義

Infrared thermography is defined as measurements of surface temperature distribution
based on detection of infrared radiation.

A solar cell is a device which converts the energy of sunlight into electrical energy.

3.如下所述

The framework consists of the following:

An open-ended questionnaire could include questions as the following:

Following are descriptions of some of the most powerful planning strategies.

4.如前所述

This has been proven in the above (aforementioned) analysis.

5.注意

It is worth noting that these two models may not be in direct competition.

There are a number of points worth noting.

6.舉例

This can be further illustrated by the next example.

7.關聯



Cognitive factors relate mainly to mental and intellectual functions.

The theory is seen to be relevant to practice.

8.比較

Compared with Japan, Taiwan has long been a step behind in developing its tourism
industry.

In this study the productivity of older and younger workers was compared.

This research appears to support the superiority of production over comprehension.

9.相同、類似

The results are identical to those reported by Chiang[1].

The experimental data and the theoretical predictions are in good agreement.

Brown’s research greatly resembled Cohen’s.

These experimental values agree well with the simulated results.

10.不同、相反

Clearly class 1 is different (differs) from the other classes.

These differences proved unimpressive (insignificant) from a statistical point of view.

11.區分、區別

Survey research is distinguished from experimental studies in a number of important
respects.

Brown (1972) divided the 14 definitions above into five categories.

12.組成、包含

Brass is an alloy composed of two metals, zinc and copper.

Women constitute only 9.4% of electrical engineers.

A task may be comprised of several techniques.



13.強調、凸顯

The experiments have highlighted a most interesting possibility.

14.肇因、因為

The strength of concrete was reduced due to fire exposure.

All these errors are attributed to bad craftsmanship.

15.導致

Changes in the water/cement ratio results in variation of compressive strength of
concrete.

A low response rate may yield a non-representative sample.

16.影響

The effect of elevated temperatures on concrete strength is investigated.

The cracks and voids in the specimens affect the ultrasonic pulse velocity.


